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•extracted from

phosphate, monazite

sands and uranium

mining operations; other

signatures as per Table

2.1

•Same as equivalent Pu-239 facilities, see Table 2.1

N/A
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confirmed without mdl confirm
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unless other uses of ore thorium
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Figure 3 gives risk ranking hierarchy. Relative rankings similar to those of Figures 3.2.2a, b and c for the equivalent declared Pu-239 facilities. Absolute risk will be much less than for Pu-239.
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Table 2.3 Diversion Path Analysis: Generic Route U-233, Undeclared Facilities

low

low

high

low

-Medium size

chemical

reprocessing

buildings with liquid

wastes

N/A

•Needed to confirm

production of

thorium and fuel

fabrication process

TM not conclusive,
SI confirmation
needed
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high

high

low

high

-active discharges

-Same as equivalent Pu-239 facilities, see Table 2.2 -active liquid wasti

tank storage

•Optical and infrared

satellite reconnaissance.

N/A

Same as equivalent Pu-239 facilities, see Table 2.2

Same as equivalent Pu-239 facilities, see Table 2.2
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low (< 10 MW, LEU fuelled);
medium (> 10 MnY, D20 moderated
HEU fuelled, in-core experimental
facilities, high (HEU used in isotope
production)

medium, depending on reactor rating

and neutron flux

remote

•Optical and infrared satellite environmental

radioactive release

monitoring

reconnaissance

as above

as above

N/A
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-radiation
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-intelligence
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confirm

-Depends on

intelligence
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very low

very low

high

intelligence

information

-none

NIA

-physical

inspection and

portable radiation

monitoring to

confirm Th-233

-ineffedive,

hidden stockpiles

likely small size
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